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1 Introduction and Related Work

Reinforcement Learning (RL) allows unsupervised learning of policies to accomplish tasks in
widely different application areas, and it has been proven practically effective when coupled
with non linear function approximators, like DNNs [11, 10]. Together with the creation
of new RL algorithms and the successful re-implementation of old approaches, methods
for accelerating RL have been under investigation in the last years. On the one hand,
researchers proposed RL algorithms with improved sample efficiency (e.g. [1, 15, 12, 18]),
but also generally more complicated and less prone to be analyzed from a theoretical point of
view [8]. On the other hand, significant acceleration has been achieved by efficient schemes
that avoid time costly data movements [2, 3] and through distributed implementations of
RL algorithms [5, 16].

Simple Evolutionary Strategies (ES) have been recently proven to be competitive, al-
though not yet at par, with RL [4, 7, 8, 14, 17]. When compared to RL, ES can be interpreted
as derivative-free direct-policy optimization methods, which either do not make use of the
gradient at all (like in the case of genetic algorithms [17]) or approximate the gradient with
finite differences [14]. ES have several potential advantages: since the fitness evaluation is
independent from action frequency and delayed rewards, ES are also tolerant to extremely
long horizons; furthermore, their computational cost is not affected by the computation
backward passes, temporal discounting, and value function evaluation [14]. Lastly, ES also
scale naturally to distributed systems. This fact represents a fundamental aspect for the
development of effective ES strategies, if one also considers that the effectiveness of ES is
strictly related to the population size and the high chance of finding effective solution even
with random search [8] — in other words, ES are effective only if the population size is
large enough, and the limited memory footprint and computational cost of ES guarantees
exactly this: that a large population can be used. The drawback of ES is that, since fitness
evaluation, and consequently policy update, requires an entire episode to be completed by
the entire population, ES are generally less sample efficient than RL, where policy update
can occur at high frequency while training, e.g. by bootstrapping from the current estimate
of the value function in model-free temporal difference RL [10]. Overall, despite the smaller
computational footprint partially offset the worse computational efficiency, ES are still not
effective as RL in terms of wall-clock time [14, 8].

We show that the computational efficiency of ES can be significantly improved through
a simple yet effective distributed strategy.
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2 Distributed Evolutionary Strategies

Generally speaking, gradient-based approaches are difficult to parallelize between machines
in a fault-tolerant manner [9]. However, this drawback does not extend to ES. Unlike
gradient-based methods, which need a somewhat unified and siloed architecture to practi-
cally perform gradient descent, search strategies like ES are designed in such a way that
parallelization is a natural implementation. The basic premise is that population members
which perform well are selected to be modified and perturbed, whereas lower-performing
population members are dropped. Where population members are trained and how they
interact with the ground truth gradient with respect to the other population members does
not matter; a policy that selects population members that perform well is at the core of ES
and can easily be executed by a distribution of machines.

2.1 Distributed Training

The core idea behind distributed evolutionary strategies is that a central leader machine will
select the best performing models for further perturbation and training by worker machines.
The computationally intense aspect of ES is the procedure done on the local worker machine,
and because exploration is randomized, work is not duplicated. The central leader machine
sends out the best performing models to the worker machines, which perform a set amount of
iterations of training on this model, marginally improving the most performance and moving
it in some direction on the gradient before returning the resulting model to the leader. The
leader will then compare each of the models it has received from all of the workers, selecting
the best performing one with respect to the fitness score as ascertained from the model’s
performance on a predefined environment, and proceed with the training iterations with
that model. This iteration process continues until either the maximum number of iterations
has been reached, or until the model has a satisfactory performance; whatever happens first.
Distributed methods for ES have been recently proposed [?] which rely on passing models
between machines. As you might imagine, however, passing weights between members of
a network can put a larger-than-is-desirable load on the network, resulting in high latency.
To minimize data passing from one machine to another, we observed that the seed used
to generate the noise matrix used to perturb the model is sufficient to convey the current
trained state of a model, given its previous weights. That is, if one has a fully trained model,
they can reconstruct this model using the original set of untrained weights and the sequence
of seeds used to generate noise matrices to perturb these weights.

Passing seeds instead of entire weight sets dramatically reduces the amount of data that
is required to be passed across the network. The complete algorithm for seed-passing-based
distributed evolutionary strategies is shown in Algorithm 1.

2.2 Leader Election

We now have a method that trains a model over a distributed network of machines using a
paradigm of a leader and workers. Once a leader has been determined, workers can come
and go as they will without an issue – the leader simply selects the top-performing models
of all the models it receives back from the workers for a given iteration. In this sense, the
system is very worker-fault-tolerant. However, what happens when the leader fails? In this
case, we leverage the leader election procedure as outlined in RAFT [13]. In this case, a
machine is designated as a leader, and the rest as followers. The leader is responsible for
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Algorithm 1: Distributed ES

Input: Leader, Workers, number of iterations i, environment e, noise matrix
generator gen(), population size p

Output: Trained model M
Note: assume model is a function, its output is a fitness function, and we want to
maximize the fitness function.

1 Each of Workers generates duplicated M from random
2 Leader generates seed curr seed
3 for i iterations:
4 Leader creates empty list fitnessTuples
5 for each worker in Workers:
6 Leader sends curr seed to worker
7 worker updates M ←M ∗ gen(curr seed)
8 worker generates try seeds, list length p of random numbers
9 worker creates model fitness tuple workerF itnessTuples

10 for j in range(p):
11 Mj ←M ∗ gen(try seeds[j])
12 f ←Mj(e)
13 worker appends (try seeds[j], f) to workerF itnessTuples
14 worker sends max(workerF itnessTuples) w.r.t. f back to Leader
15 Leader appends (try seed, f) from each worker to fitnessTuples
16 curr seed = max(fitnessTuples) w.r.t. f
17 Leader updates M ←M ∗ gen(curr seed)
18 Leader returns M

model comparison, selection, and distribution as before, and the followers are responsible
for training, as before. The leader will, parallel with training, send out a heartbeat to all
of its followers. If the heartbeat times out on one of the followers, it changes its status to
“candidate”. Upon joining, a new worker receives the current seed sequence from the leader.
Further, all workers are trusted to have the current seed sequence. If any of the workers
times out, it becomes a candidate and issues a RequestVotes RPC with a term number.
Randomized election timeouts are used to prevent split votes. If a worker is elected, it
broadcasts this to the other workers and becomes the leader. Training then continues with
the elected candidate as the leader.

A simpler leader election method is also proposed for a trusted distributed system:
timeouts are determined by end-of-iteration cycle time. This is different for each node, as
training does not have a set runtime. The machine which fails to connect to the predefined
leader port after completing its iteration first assumes the role as leader and immediately
opens up this port to other workers, which return their seeds to this new leader on the
network.

Loss of a leader does not mean loss of a model, as each iteration ensures that the entire
system is updated with the latest weight set to iterate on. The big idea here is that such a
system could be “released” into the world, with any machine joining the network given the
latest weights and able to contribute easily to the training. As long as at least one machine
remains on the network, the training progress is not lost.
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3 Experimental Results

Compared with previous work, the synergy within the system enables state of the art
results on multiple locomotion simulations from OpenAI gym and MuJoCo. To demonstrate
the general applicability and effectiveness of our approach, we experiment across a diverse set
of environments, including locomotive and control tasks with both discrete and continuous
actions spaces. We avoid any environment specific hyper-parameter tuning, and fixed all
hyper-parameters throughout the training session and across experiments. In addition,
favoring random seeds has been shown to introduce large bias on the model performance
[6]. Hence for fair comparison we also avoid any specific random seed selection, running
each experimental setup across 5 different random seeds.

DisES ES DDPG

LunarLander 0.67 5.67 45
BipedalWalker 9.5 47 240

Ant 70 778 406
HalfCheetah 326 672 762

Hopper 68 302 278

The table above shows the training time in minutes until convergence (learning the
task to the defined reward-threshold), for each environment and training algorithm. Our
Distributed Evolution algorithm is listed in the first column, vanilla ES in the second col-
umn, and Deep Deterministic Policy Gradients (DDPG) in the third column. As we show in
the results, our distributed implementation not only is faster than the standard evolution-
ary strategies baseline, but it is also much faster than a competitive policy-gradient based
algorithm in RL. It is notable that vanilla ES has on average larger training times than
policy gradient algorithms in RL, however with our approach we are able to significantly
reduce the wall-clock time required to learn these complex tasks (at times by an order of
magnitude). This is due to the enhanced exploration of the algorithm, combined with the
ability to spawn much larger population sizes due to the cooperative nature of the clients
in the implementation.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a novel method of performing evolutionary strategies (ES) al-
gorithms on a distributed system using seed passing and leader election for leader fault
tolerance. We discussed why this procedure gives benefits on top of single-machine ES as
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well as gradient-based methods and have supported this discussion with encouraging exper-
imental results. For next steps, we plan to fine-tune our methods, using linear combinations
of models instead of max selection for model selection, as well as explore group ES in the
distributed setting for even higher performance. Ultimately, if a distributed ES system could
learn a complex task such as the game of Go, it would be a monumental breakthrough and
indicate its viability as a scalable alternative to gradient-based methods in deep learning.
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